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ABSTRACT: Uncorrelated position and velocity distribution of the electron
bunch at the photocathode from the residual energy greatly limit the
transverse coherent length and the recompression ability. Here we ﬁrst
propose a femtosecond pulse-shaping method to realize the electron pulse
self-compression in ultrafast electron diﬀraction system based on a point-topoint space-charge model. The positively chirped femtosecond laser pulse can
correspondingly create the positively chirped electron bunch at the
photocathode (such as metal−insulator heterojunction), and such a shaped
electron pulse can realize the self-compression in the subsequent propagation
process. The greatest advantage for our proposed scheme is that no additional
components are introduced into the ultrafast electron diﬀraction system,
which therefore does not aﬀect the electron bunch shape. More importantly,
this scheme can break the limitation that the electron pulse via
postphotocathode static compression schemes is not shorter than the
excitation laser pulse due to the uncorrelated position and velocity distribution of the initial electron bunch.

P

and therefore it is proportional to laser pulse width. Using
radiofrequency (RF) compression technique and laser-microwave synchronization, the single electron pulse duration in the
theory can be compressed to attosecond duration.15 In the case
of the multiple electron pulse, utilizing keV electron energy
combined with RF compression and 3D ellipsoidal distribution
of charge can obtain sub-100 fs electron pulse,16−18 but the
electron pulse duration is limited by the inevitable timing
jitter.19 Moreover, the high-energy electron pulse with MeV by
RF acceleration cavity can also be shorter than 100 fs due to the
complete suppression of Coulomb repulsion in the relativistic
regime.20−22 In addition, Shortening the propagation distance
between the photocathode and sample and decreasing the
electron density can further suppress the electron pulse
broadening due to reducing the Coulomb repulsion and its
action time.23,24
On the basis of the conservation of volume in phase space,
the multielectron bunch via postphotocathode static compression schemes cannot be shorter than the initial laser pulse due
to uncorrelated position and velocity distribution of the
electron bunch at the photocathode from residual energy;13,16,25,26 therefore, it greatly limits the recompression
ability of the electron pulse in the subsequent propagation
process. In this work, we ﬁrst propose a new scheme to realize
the electron pulse self-compression in the ultrafast electron

robing ultrafast dynamical process of matter using
ultrashort electron pulse with 30−300 keV can provide a
4D picture of atoms in motion,1−3 which is based on the
picometer-scale de Broglie wavelength of electrons that is ten
times shorter than atomic distance and the high temporal
resolution of the femtosecond laser technique. The 4D probe in
time and space is realized by a pump−probe technique, where
the femtosecond laser pulse is used as pump pulse and triggers
the atomic motion, and the ultrashort electron pulse is used as
probe pulse and measures the atomic motion status in each
moment. Recently, such a pump−probe technique has shown
to be well-established tool to observe complex nonequilibrium
pathways through intermediate and transitional structures.4−7
In general, the temporal resolution in this pump−probe
technique is determined by the femtosecond laser pulse
duration, the electron packet duration, and their relative timing
jitter.8−10 Nowadays, the optical pulse with the duration of <10
fs from ultraviolet to near-infrared region can be directly
obtained from commercial Ti:sapphire laser system, and the
extreme ultraviolet attosecond pulse by high-harmonic
generation can also be experimentally realized;11,12 therefore,
the temporal resolution is only limited by the electron pulse
duration and the relative timing jitter. Coulomb repulsion
between electrons will cause the electron pulse stretch, which
will greatly aﬀect the temporal resolution in ultrafast electron
diﬀraction system. So far, several schemes have been proposed
to compress the electron pulse.13−24 In the case of single
electron pulse without space charge eﬀect, the single electron
pulse duration is related to the initial emission energy
spread,13,14that is, initially residual energy from photoemission,
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can self-compress in the drift region through the acceleration
ﬁeld due to the energy chirp and Coulomb repulsion.
In our simulation, the propagation process of electron bunch
is simulated by calculating the trajectory of individual electron
in the acceleration ﬁeld and drift region based on general
particle tracer (GPT) software.29 The space charge force is
calculated by point-to-point Coulomb interaction and here
without any approximation is taken. Furthermore, the image
charge force and the electrode structure are neglected because
of the strong acceleration ﬁeld and relatively low electron
density. In our calculation, these initial parameters are set as
follows. The initial electron bunch has the Gaussian shape in
time and space, and its pulse durations (full width at halfmaximum (fwhm)) without and with the chirp are Δt = 20 and
60 fs, respectively. The electron number in each electron bunch
is set to be N = 20 000. The radius of the electron bunch (rootmean-squared (RMS)) in the transverse direction is σx = 80
μm. The excess energy (i.e., residual energy) is Eexc = 0.1 eV
and its energy spread (fwhm) is Espr = 0.08 eV. The
acceleration ﬁeld gradient is Eacc = 6.86 Mv/m, and its distance
is d = 3.5 mm. These main parameters and their initial values in
our simulation are shown in Table 1. Here we mainly explore

diﬀraction system by properly designing the femtosecond laser
pulse shape. The positively chirped femtosecond laser pulse can
correspondingly create the initial electron bunch with the
similar temporal shape at the photocathode (such as metal−
insulator heterojunction), and the positively chirped electron
pulse can obtain the self-compression in the subsequent
propagation process due to the energy chirp and Coulomb
repulsion. We show that our proposed scheme can obtain such
an electron pulse being shorter than the initial laser pulse,
which breaks the previously mentioned compression limitation
due to uncorrelated position and velocity distribution of the
initial electron bunch. Furthermore, our proposed scheme does
not introduce additional components into the ultrafast electron
diﬀraction system and therefore does not aﬀect the electron
bunch shape.
The normal electron bunch at the photocathode produced by
the transform-limited femtosecond laser pulse will be stretched
in time due to the Coulomb repulsion (i.e., space charge eﬀect)
in the subsequent propagation process,9,27,28 which results in
the acceleration of the leading electrons and the deceleration of
the trailing ones; such a process is called a negatively chirped
electron pulse. If the positively chirped electron bunch at the
photocathode can be created, that is, the leading electrons with
lower energy while the trailing ones with higher energy, such an
electron bunch can self-compress by the Coulomb repulsion in
the subsequent propagation process, the leading electrons with
low velocity are accelerated while the trailing ones with high
velocity are decelerated, and ﬁnally the leading and trailing
electrons will have the same velocity at a speciﬁc propagation
distance, and thus the electron bunch can be maximally
compressed at this position. On the basis of such an idea, we
propose a femtosecond pulse-shaping technique to produce the
positively chirped electron bunch at the photocathode and
consequently realize the electron pulse self-compression in the
subsequent propagation process. Our theoretical scheme is
illustrated in Figure 1; here a pulse-shaping (PS) system is

Table 1. Main Parameters in Our Simulation and Their
Initial Values
electron number per pulse N
radius σx (RMS)
normal pulse duration Δt (fwhm)
chirped pulse duration Δt (fwhm)
excess energy Eexc
excess energy spread Espr (fwhm)
acceleration ﬁeld gradient Eacc
acceleration ﬁeld distance d

20 000
80 μm
20 fs
60 fs
0.1 eV
0.08 eV
6.86 MV/m
3.5 mm

the eﬀects of the initially chirped electron pulse duration, Δt,
the electron number per bunch, N, the initial excess energy
spread, Espr, the acceleration ﬁeld gradient, Eacc, and the
acceleration ﬁeld distance, d, on the electron pulse selfcompression in the subsequent propagation process. These
initial values in Table 1 are kept unchanged unless speciﬁc
statement. Exploring the inﬂuence of these parameters is
helpful to understand the physical mechanism of the chirped
electron pulse self-compression and can obtain the feasible
parameters in the real experiment.
The evolution of the positively chirped electron pulse in the
subsequent process is shown in Figure 2, and here the energy
spread (i.e., eV) in Y axis is used to show the electron velocity
distribution in the initial and propagation processes. Utilizing
the positively chirped femtosecond laser pulse to excite the
photocathode material (such as metal−insulator heterojunction), these electrons with low energy emit ﬁrst and then those
with high energy generate, and thus the initial electron pulse at
the photocathode has the similar chirp rate of the shaped
femtosecond laser pulse, as shown in Figure 2a. Here the
photoionization quantum eﬃciencies for all laser frequency
components in the ultrathin metal−insulator heterojunction
can be considered to be the same by the near- or belowthreshold single-photon photoionization.14 One can see that
the electron pulse duration is stretched to Δt = 60 fs from 20 fs,
but the electron velocity distribution keeps unchanged because
the electron energy spread depends on the femtosecond laser
spectral bandwidth, and this phenomenon is similar to the

Figure 1. Proposed scheme for realizing the ultrafast electron pulse
self-compression by a femtosecond pulse shaping method. The
positively chirped femtosecond laser pulse obtained from a pulse
shaping (PS) system excites the photocathode material (such as
metal−insulator heterojunction MgO/Ag(001)) and produces the
initial electron bunch with the positive chirp rate, and this chirped
electron pulse can self-compress in the subsequent propagation
process.

introduced in front of the ultrafast electron diﬀraction system,
which is used to produce the positively chirped femtosecond
laser pulse. The positively chirped femtosecond laser pulse can
correspondingly create the positively chirped electron bunch at
the photocathode (such as metal−insulator heterojunction),
that is to say, the electron pulse will copy the characterization of
the femtosecond laser pulse, involving the pulse duration and
energy chirp, and the shaped electron pulse with positive chirp
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Figure 2. Distribution of the electron pulse with the excess energy
spread of Espr = 0.1 eV in the time for the initially chirped pulse shape
at the photocathode (a), self-compressed pulse shape at the
propagation distance of 0.5 μm (b), and stretched pulse shape at
the propagation distance of 3 cm (c), together with the distribution of
this electron pulse in the time and space at the propagation distance of
5 mm (d).

Figure 3. Dependence of the electron pulse duration evolution ΔT on
the initially chirped electron pulse duration, Δt (a), excess energy
spread, Espr (b), and electron number per bunch, N (c), together with
the electron pulse duration evolution ΔT in the acceleration ﬁeld
region with the excess energy spread of Espr = 0.1 eV (d). The orange
line is used to separate the acceleration ﬁeld (left panel) and drift
regions (right panel).

chirped femtosecond laser pulse. In this case, one can see that
the leading electrons are with the low energy, while the trailing
electrons are with the high energy. Leaving the photocathode
for a short distance of 0.5 μm, the electron pulse can selfcompress to a shorter duration due to the eﬀects of the
acceleration ﬁeld, energy chirp and Coulomb repulsion, as
shown in Figure 2b. Compared with the electron bunch at the
photocathode (see Figure 2a), the electron energy distribution
at this position is greatly compressed, and the leading electrons
are those with the middle energy. When the compressed
electron pulse continuously propagates in the acceleration ﬁeld
and drift regions, it will be stretched again, as shown in Figure
2c. The electron energy distribution is obviously broadened,
and the leading electrons are with high energy while the trailing
electrons are with low energy, which is opposite to the initial
electron pulse at the photocathode (see Figure 2a). Figure 2d
shows the electron bunch shape in the transverse direction (X
axis) after the propagation distance of 5 mm from the
photocathode. It can be seen that the compressed electron
bunch can keep the Gaussian shape in the space, that is to say,
the electron bunch shape in the subsequent propagation
process is not aﬀected by the chirp rate of the initial electron
pulse at the photocathode, which is very important for the
further applications of the compressed electron pulse in various
related ﬁelds.
The initial status for the chirped electron bunch at the
photocathode, such as the initial electron pulse duration, Δt,
the initial excess energy spread, Espr, and the initial electron
number, N, is very important for realizing the electron pulse
self-compression in the subsequent propagation process;
therefore, next we explore the inﬂuence of these parameters
on the ultrafast electron pulse self-compression. The electron
pulse shape in the subsequent propagation process is not the
complete Gaussian distribution, and so we utilize the standard
deviation value, ΔT, to represent the electron pulse duration
evolution.8,17 Figure 3a shows the eﬀect of the initially chirped
electron pulse duration, Δt, on the electron pulse duration
evolution during the propagation process. Here the horizontal
axis “Z” represents the propagation distance from the

photocathode, and the orange line is used to separate the
acceleration ﬁeld (left panel) and drift regions (right panel);
hereafter the same method is utilized. As can be seen, with the
increase in the initially chirped electron pulse duration from Δt
= 20 to 200 fs, the electron pulse duration in the drift region
ﬁrst decreases and then increases, and the electron pulse is
greatly compressed with the initially chirped electron pulse of
Δt = 60 fs. Interestingly, the compressed electron pulse
duration with ΔT = 8 fs, corresponding to the pulse duration of
about Δt = 15 fs at full width at half maximum (FWHM), can
be shorter than the initial electron pulse duration without the
chirp rate or the transform-limited femtosecond laser pulse
width (i.e., Δt = 20 fs), which breaks the compression
limitation that the electron pulse is not shorter than the
excitation laser pulse due to the uncorrelated position and
velocity distribution of the initial electron bunch at the
photocathode. It is obvious that utilizing the femtosecond
pulse-shaping technique to produce the chirped electron pulse
at the photocathode can provide a very important tool to
realize the ultrafast electron pulse self-compression. Figure 3b
presents the electron pulse duration evolution by varying the
excess energy spread from Espr = 0.04, 0.08 to 0.1 eV; here the
corresponding excess energies are Eexc = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.135
eV, respectively. One can see that the electron pulse duration
decreases with the increase in the excess energy spread, which is
mainly due to the larger energy diﬀerence between the leading
and trailing electrons, and this energy diﬀerence (i.e., velocity
diﬀerence) can compensate the electron pulse broadening due
to the Coulomb repulsion. Figure 3c shows the dependence of
the electron pulse duration evolution on the initial electron
number, N. As can be seen, the electron pulse duration
increases with the increase in the initial electron number, which
mainly results from the larger Coulomb repulsion for the
greater electron number in the same electron bunch. On the
basis of the previous observation, it can be concluded that
increasing the excess energy spread and decreasing the initial
electron number for a given initial electron pulse duration are a
feasible scheme to obtain the shorter electron pulse.
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can consider two-stage acceleration ﬁelds. The ﬁrst stage
acceleration ﬁeld with low ﬁeld gradient is used to produce the
maximally compressed electron pulse, while the second stage
acceleration ﬁeld with the high ﬁeld gradient is used to slow
down the electron pulse broadening, and this scheme is similar
to the design of ultracold electron source31 or high brightness
electron source.32
We have theoretically shown that the femtosecond pulse
shaping method can realize the ultrafast electron pulse selfcompression in the subsequent propagation process, and the
electron pulse can be compressed to be shorter than the initial
laser pulse, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. In principle, this
regime is similar to the compression of pulsed atom beams
based on diﬀerent frequency components from the femtosecond laser pulse.33 Finally, we analyze the feasibility of our
proposed scheme in real experiment. Here two important issues
for our scheme must be addressed: one is to obtain the shaped
femtosecond laser pulse, and the other is to produce the
chirped electron pulse at the photocathode. With the progress
of ultrafast pulse shaping technique, such a shaped femtosecond
laser pulse with almost arbitrary temporal distribution can be
obtained by a programmable 4f-conﬁguration zero-dispersion
pulse shaper combined with a 1D liquid-crystal spatial light
modulator,34 and the positively chirped femtosecond laser pulse
can be generated by a quadric phase modulation in the
frequency domain. To realize the positively chirped electron
pulse generation at the photocathode by the positively chirped
femtosecond laser pulse excitation, two conditions should be
satisﬁed. One is that the photoelectron residual energy mainly
derives from the femtosecond laser pulse and is related to the
laser spectral components; the higher laser frequency can create
the higher photoelectron residual energy. The other one is that
the photoelectron residual energy mainly distributes on the
longitudinal direction; that is to say, the photoelectrons have a
preferred forward emission, which is consistent with the
acceleration ﬁeld direction. Recently, the metal−insulator
heterojunction MgO/Ag(001) (or sandwich structure) has
been shown to be a potential photocathode material to
generate the high brightness electron pulse.35,36 In this method,
the photoelectron residual energy can mainly come from the
femtosecond laser pulse by near- or below-threshold photoemission,14,36 where the photon energies from diﬀerent laser
spectral components will be added to the electrons along the
normal direction to the material surface by the direct optical
transition,35−37 and the photoelectrons can be redirected along
the surface normal by varying the number of oxide layers
because the reshaped surface band structure from the
heterojunction can reduce the transverse energy spread at the
Fermi level; that is to say, these photoelectrons mainly
propagate in the longitudinal direction. Obviously, utilizing
the metal−insulator heterojunction as the photocathode
material can completely satisfy the two conditions in our
proposed model, and the positively chirped femtosecond laser
pulse can correspondingly create the positively chirped electron
pulse in the metal−insulator heterojunction by the photoionization.
In summary, we have presented a new scheme to realize the
ultrafast electron pulse self-compression by shaping the
femtosecond laser pulse based on a point-to-point space-charge
model. The positively chirped femtosecond laser pulse can
correspondingly create the positively chirped electron bunch at
the photocathode (such as metal−insulator heterojunction),
and such a chirped electron pulse can self-compress in the

To further clearly observe the electron pulse selfcompression, we present the electron pulse evolution in the
acceleration ﬁeld region in the case of the excess energy spread
of Espr = 0.1 eV, as shown in Figure 3d. It can be seen that the
electron pulse is maximally compressed in the very short
propagation distance and then remains almost the same
duration until out of the acceleration ﬁeld (see the inset of
Figure 3d). Furthermore, it is noteworthy that a plateau near
the propagation distance of Z = 0.1 μm is observed. We believe
that this evolution behavior should be attributed to the
competitive result of the acceleration ﬁeld, energy chirp, and
Coulomb repulsion, where both the acceleration ﬁeld and
Coulomb repulsion will stretch the electron pulse, while the
energy chirp can compress the electron pulse. The two
opposite behaviors reach a balance around the propagation
distance of Z = 0.1 μm, which leads to the observation of the
plateaus in Figure 3d.
As shown in Figure 3, the positively chirped electron pulse
can generate the self-compression in the drift region, and even
the compressed electron pulse is shorter than the initial laser
pulse, but the ultrafast electron pulse self-compression only can
be obtained in a relatively short propagation distance, which
may lead to the great diﬃculty for experimental realization. To
realize the electron pulse self-compression in a relatively long
drift region, we propose a scheme to achieve it by varying the
acceleration ﬁeld distance and gradient, and the simulated
results are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen in Figure 4a,

Figure 4. Dependence of the electron pulse duration evolution, ΔT,
on the acceleration ﬁeld distance, d (a), and gradient, Eacc (b), with the
electron number per bunch of N = 6000.

increasing the acceleration ﬁeld distance d can greatly suppress
the electron pulse broadening, and such a sub-50 fs electron
pulse is easy to be obtained at the propagation distance of z = 4
cm in the drift region with the acceleration ﬁeld distance of d =
7 mm. With the development of machining technology, the
compact ultrafast electron diﬀraction setup has been experimentally demonstrated.30 Furthermore, additional components
are not introduced to recompress the electron pulse, and
therefore the compressed electron pulse by our proposed
scheme will be high stability, which is very useful for its further
applications. As can be seen in Figure 4b, increasing the
acceleration ﬁeld gradient Eacc will increase the electron pulse
duration in the short propagation distance of z < 1.5 cm but
decrease it in the long propagation distance of z > 1.5 cm. This
observation can be attributed to the larger acceleration ﬁeld
gradient that results in the higher electron velocity and the
weaker Coulomb repulsion in the acceleration ﬁeld region, and
thus the higher electron velocity will result in the slower
electron pulse broadening in the same propagation distance.
On the basis of such an evolution behavior in Figure 4b, one
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subsequent propagation process. We analyzed the inﬂuence of
various parameters in the ultrafast electron diﬀraction system
on the electron pulse duration evolution in the drift region,
such as the initially chirped electron pulse duration, initially
residual energy spread, electron number per bunch, and
acceleration ﬁeld distance and gradient, and showed that such
a compressed electron pulse that is shorter than the initial laser
pulse can be obtained. Utilizing our proposed scheme, no
additional components were introduced into the ultrafast
electron diﬀraction system; therefore, the electron bunch shape
was not aﬀected. Furthermore, the limitation that the electron
pulse is longer than the laser pulse due to the uncorrelated
position and velocity distribution of the initial electron bunch at
the photocathode can also be broken by our scheme. Our
research presents a clear physical picture for the electron pulse
self-compression in the propagation process, which is very
useful for experimental design in the future.
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